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Mixtures of ammonia and water are major components of the “hot ice” mantle regions of icy planets.
The ammonia-rich ammonia hemihydrate (AHH) plays a pivotal role as it precipitates from waterrich mixtures under pressure. It has been predicted to form ionic high-pressure structures, with
fully disintegrated water molecules. Utilizing Raman spectroscopy measurements up to 123 GPa
and first-principles calculations, we report the spontaneous ionization of AHH under compression.
Spectroscopic measurements reveal that molecular AHH begins to transform into an ionic state at
26 GPa and then above ∼69 GPa transforms into the fully ionic P 3m1 phase, AHH-III, characterized
2−
as ammonium oxide, (NH+
.
4 )2 · O
PACS numbers:

Ammonia and water have remarkable cosmic abundance and play prominent roles in constituting the interior structure of ice planets e.g. Uranus and Neptune
and icy satellites such as Titan and Triton [1–3]. Their
importance in planetary sciences led to considerable theoretical and experimental interest studying their properties at high densities [4–9]. The established experimental
phase diagrams of pure ammonia and water are dominated by molecular phases, but if subjected to extreme
conditions they adopt exotic ionic and superionic configurations [4–6, 10–19]. The superionic states feature
protons diffusing freely through the lattices formed by
oxygen or nitrogen ions. The superionicity can be taken
as thermally activated hydrogen mobility [12, 19], while
−
ammonia’s self-ionization 2NH3 → (NH+
4 )(NH2 ) can be
seen as pressure activated hydrogen motion [13, 14]. For
the less exotic ice mixtures the majority of previous work
remains theoretical [11, 20–25].
Ammonia and water are readily miscible and can form
three stable stoichiometric compounds which exist in
nature: ammonia dihydrate (ADH), ammonia monohydrate (AMH), and ammonia hemihydrate (AHH) with
the ratios of ammonia to water 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1, respectively. Amongst these hydrates, the AHH mixture
stands out: under specific pressure-temperature conditions, both AMH and ADH decompose into AHH and
excess ice [26, 27], as do other water-rich ammonia hydrates [28], while first-principles calculations find AHH to
be the energetically most stable hydrate [24] at high pressures. This suggests an important role for AHH in any
ammonia-water mixture under planetary conditions [23].
Upon compression at room temperature, x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements found a transition from AHHII to a body-centered cubic (bcc) phase at 19 GPa, and

another new structure at 25 GPa [29], albeit without a
clear signature in Raman signals for the latter. Combined
neutron and XRD experiments showed that deuterated
AHH-II transforms into the bcc disordered molecular alloy (DMA) phase above 26 GPa and persists unchanged
up to around 41 GPa [27], but also demonstrated significant kinetic effects via different sample preparation and
compression routes.
First-principles calculations predicted that AHH will
eventually transform from a hydrogen-bonded molecular solid into a fully ionic phase, ammonium oxide
2−
(NH+
, above 65 GPa and to be stable in a sequence
4 )2 O
of ionic phases up to 500 GPa [23]. However, no further
experimental studies have been reported, which leave the
structures and properties of AHH at higher pressures unknown. Besides, spontaneous ionization of ADH [20] and
AMH [11, 21, 22] were predicted theoretically, and a partial transformation of AMH into ammonium hydroxide,
−
(NH+
4 )(OH ), has been reported in a recent spectroscopy
and diffraction study [30]. This stimulates our desire
to explore the characteristics of AHH under compression
and search for the ionic phases experimentally.
In this Letter we report room temperature measurements of AHH up to 123 GPa by means of Raman spectroscopy and first-principles calculations. Above 26 GPa,
spectroscopic measurements reveal AHH transforms to a
partially-ionised phase with ionic species characterized
by the appearance of a high energy vibrational peak assigned to the N–H stretch of NH+
4 in calculations [23].
Above 69 GPa a phase transition to the predicted fully
ionic AHH-III phase, with fully deprotonated waters, was
observed. This phase remained stable to the highest pressure studied here. These intriguing ionic phases can exist
over a considerably wide pressure region hence greatly
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FIG. 1: Representative lattice modes and vibrational modes
of Raman spectra for AHH at room temperature and different
pressures. Different colors depict different phases The shown
spectra are from the different samples (s2 and s3). The additional details are provided in SM. The scales for the intensity
at low frequency and high frequency are as indicated for each
re-scaled spectrum.

extend the phase diagram of AHH. We also performed
several XRD measurements to establish composition and
aid structural confirmation, see the Supplemental Material (SM) for details.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the Raman spectra of
the samples with pressure. At 300 K and below 4 GPa, in
the liquid phase, three Raman-active vibrational peaks
but no lattice modes are observed. At around 4 GPa
AHH solidifies to AHH-II, with the appearance of a series of low frequency peaks, a O–H vibron at 3000 cm−1
and N–H vibron bands that occupy the range 3200–
3420 cm−1 . Subsequently, at 29 GPa, a new peak appears at 3463 cm−1 which hardens to 3624 cm−1 at
46 GPa. However, these peaks were eventually unable to
be tracked as a broad band emerges around 3537 cm−1
at 69 GPa. The lattice modes exhibit a similar trend
where only a broad weak band around 497 cm−1 can
be observed. This is a suggestive feature of the DMA,
as the variety of local environments lead to many different stretching frequencies that form a band/continuous
spectrum of vibrons but below we make the case that
a specific half-ionised AHH phase provides a good fit
for this data. At 79 GPa the spectra become more defined again and also simplify, as three lattice modes at
419 cm−1 , 507 cm−1 and 656 cm−1 as well as two vibra-
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FIG. 2:
Raman vibrational frequencies of AHH at room
temperature from experimental results. Different coloured
symbols depict different runs (see legend). See SM for more
sample details, incl. full width at half maximum (FWHM) as
error bars for DMA high frequency vibrons. DFPT calculations are shown as black lines and grey regions as a function
of pressure. Calculated frequencies for AHH-II* are shown in
the DMA region with thickness related to the vibron intensity. The diagonal-dashed lines indicate the region where the
sample signal may be covered by the Raman of second-order
diamond.

tional modes at 3196 cm−1 and 3599 cm−1 and a shoulder
at 3548 cm−1 can be distinguished. The broad peak at
3196 cm−1 weakens, this mode reduces in intensity in calculations, while the peak at 3599 cm−1 sharpens and becomes more intense under compression. All peaks show
a blue shift until our maximum investigated pressure,
123 GPa, where peaks at around 450 cm−1 , 620 cm−1 ,
710 cm−1 , 3270 cm−1 and 3650 cm−1 are identified.
In Figure 2 we compare Raman peak positions with
DFT frequencies. After solidification, the vibron frequencies are in reasonable agreement with the calculations for
AHH-II but are shifted by about 50 cm−1 , which could
be attributed to anharmonic effects [31]. The O–H vibron mode at around 3000 cm−1 in AHH-II exhibits a
strong softening under compression, a feature consistent
with theoretical calculations that signals the weakening
of the O–H covalent bond before the eventual ionization.
Above 26 GPa the lattice modes change and the vibron region comes in two sections: the lower-frequency
section with peaks at 3320 cm−1 and 3200 cm−1 shows
a red shift upon further compression, while the upper-
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frequency region remains constant or blueshifts under
further compression. The former set of modes follow
the general behavior of vibron frequencies in hydrogen
bonded solids softening under pressure [32]. Meanwhile,
the latter set of vibron modes whose frequency increases
rapidly to above 3600 cm−1 likely derives from the ionic
N–H· · ·NH+
4 hydrogen bonds indicating the sample spontaneously starts to partially ionize in this pressure region.
We find that these vibron spectra agree very well with
calculations for the metastable and ordered quasi-bcc
AHH-II* phase. By this we denote a partially-ionic variant of AHH-II, where one proton in every water molecule
has moved along a hydrogen bond, leading to an ordered
−
2/3 ionic (NH+
4 ,OH ) and 1/3 molecular (NH3 ) structure with space group P 21 /c. The energy barriers for
this proton transfer process are surprisingly small and
vanish in calculations above 30 GPa (see Figure 4 and
SM for details). Note that a second proton transfer, from
AHH-II* to a fully ionic ammonium oxide phase, also has
an energy barrier that strongly decreases with pressure,
eventually vanishes above around 60 GPa, and results in
the AHH-III phase (see Figure 4).

The observed lattice modes in the partially-ionized
pressure regime do not match as well with those of AHHII* (see Figure 2). Note that with increasing pressure
AHH-II* must be metastable against the DMA phase,
which has been established as the true thermodynamically stable phase in this region [27]. However, we find
AHH-II* serves as a useful proxy for the simulated spectra of a quasi-bcc (DMA-like) and partially ionic phase,
as it agrees particularly well in the vibron region. Measured DMA vibron peak positions in Figure 2 are presented by the minimum number of peaks required to sufficiently fit the spectra. This pressure region can therefore be considered as partially ionised DMA, with possible coexistence of AHH-II*, where the characteristics
of the DMA may drive the modes to gradually become
indistinguishable and form a broad band. This explains
why not all signals can be reproduced well by theoretical
calculations.
Consistent with broad band formation, at 54 GPa we
find that the higher-frequency vibron peaks merge into a
single peak at 3482 cm−1 , while the peak at 3202 cm−1
remains roughly constant, and that the lattice modes
merge into a single peak at 476 cm−1 . The merging
of these peaks is consistent with a simplification of the
structure.
At 69 GPa, the observed Raman frequencies qualitatively change again: two high frequency modes as well
as two new distinct lattice modes emerge and increase
continuously with pressure, all of which closely resemble
those of the predicted trigonal P 3m1 structure (see Figure 2). This AHH-III phase, shown in Figure 3, possesses
the intriguing attribute of fully deprotonated water: all
H2 O molecules have donated both protons to two NH3
molecules, which results in a fully ionic ammonium oxide
2−
compound (NH+
[23]. It has two distinct Raman4 )2 ·O
active vibron modes (see Figure 3 for the displacement
patterns): a fully symmetric N–H stretch of the NH+
4
units at lower frequency, and an asymmetric N–H stretch
at higher frequency. The calculated lower-frequency vibron is about 200 cm−1 below the observed 3200 cm−1
mode (and would not be visible in the spectra due to
the signal of second-order diamond), but its pressure dependence (blueshift) agrees very well with the measured
peak. Anharmonic effects can shift X-H vibrons by up
to 200 cm−1 [31]. The higher-frequency vibron and all
three lattice modes are in very good agreement with the
data. A Rietveld refinement of the P 3̄m1 structure fits
XRD data above 100 GPa (see SM).
Comparing experimental peak assignments, in particular for broadband excitations, with harmonic frequencies
can sometimes be misleading. In Figure 3 we show Raman spectra and fitted peak positions and intensities vs.
calculated frequencies and intensities from DFPT-PBE
in the vibron regions for the different phases (see the
SM for similar results from LDA calculations). The peak
structure and relative intensities of AHH-II (21 GPa),
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FIG. 4: Top: enthalpy change along a transition from AHHII via AHH-II* to AHH-III, involving successive proton transfers from H2 O via OH− to O2− , at three different pressures.
Bottom: the proposed phase diagram of AHH based upon this
work and low pressure data from Wilson et al. [27] (dashed
lines below 10 GPa and unfilled circles, where red/green/black
unfilled circles represent DMA/AHH-II/mixed phases, respectively). For our experimental data, different colours depict
different phases, and different filled symbols represent different runs.

AHH-II*/DMA proxy (46 GPa), and AHH-III (69 and
102 GPa) are all reproduced very well, giving further
confidence to our assignments of these phases. The
largest mismatch is the lower vibron peak in the AHHIII phase, which is underestimated by about 250 cm−1
at 69 GPa, compared to experiment; it is closer at higher
pressure. Such disagreement could be due to anharmonic
effects [31].
Combining previously reported data [27] with our experimental results, a phase diagram beyond Mbar pressure for AHH is shown in Figure 4. The top panel in Figure 4 illustrates the energetics along one possible pathway to reach fully ionic high-pressure phases, via successive proton transfers along hydrogen bonds in AHH-II.
At room temperature, AHH solidifies at around 4 GPa
forming AHH-II, followed by partially ionic DMA/AHHII* above 26 GPa and finally the predicted fully ionic
AHH-III above 69 GPa. Provisional phase boundaries
are drawn to account for the fact that DMA is a configu-

rationally disordered structure and so is likely favored at
higher temperature over AHH-II and AHH-III. In previously reported studies, AHH-II transformed to the DMA
phase under compression [27, 29], which is consistent
with our results. However, DMA did not form on all
pressure-temperature pathways [27], suggesting kinetic
barriers can retain AHH in metastable structures. AHHII* shares the hydrogen bond topology and symmetry
(P 21 /c space group) with AHH-II; it has local distorted
bcc features akin to DMA but is still ordered with far less
variety of local environments. While it provides an intermediate metastable structure along a low-barrier transition pathway to the fully ionic P 3̄m1 phase, see Figure 4,
it also serves as a useful proxy for the spectroscopic properties of a partially ionic DMA-like phase. The partially
and fully ionic phases exist over a comparatively wide
pressure region and extend the AHH phase diagram considerably.
The present work highlights a fascinating mechanism
of the self ionization in AHH. Raman spectra up to
123 GPa reveal the molecular crystal spontaneously converting into an ionic state above 26 GPa as the measured
Raman modes are in agreement with the presence of NH+
4
species. A transition into the fully ionic P 3m1 phase was
detected above 69 GPa, demonstrating for the first time
that water molecules can completely disintegrate exclusively by applying pressure – unlike thermally activated
decompositions in superionic phases of ice or ammonia,
and also distinct from the atomic network phase of ice X.
Given the importance of the AHH composition
amongst water-ammonia mixtures, exploring its exotic
properties at extreme compression gives new important
inputs for the interior modelling of icy planets.
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